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=============================================================================== 
                                       WELCOME 
=============================================================================== 

Hello there. Yep it is me, Matt Ludwig writing you another guide originally for  
GameFAQs. Now, every year, I got to Universal Studios in Florida (no joke) and  
it is by far my favorite theme park because of the thrill rides (and I have  
been to a lot of places). Now I just can't figure out why they would make such  
a crummy game for this awesome amusement park. None of the less, I am still  
here writing a guide for it and I will finish it. 

=============================================================================== 



                                VERSION HISTORY 
=============================================================================== 

.10 01/29/05- 
Now, let's see here. Well, today is a FAQing day it looks like, anways here we  
go and heres what I accomplished today: 
-Started Guide 
-Added most sections 
-Finished all levels 
-Blah Blah Blah 
-Figuring out some Strategies 
-Should be done soon. 

=============================================================================== 
                                HOW THIS GAME WORKS 
=============================================================================== 

Alright, let's see here, how would I put this game in my perspectives of  
explaning it. Okay here: You start out by chosing your kid, any race, any  
color, any sex (as in male or female, perverts). Now you get to this amusement,  
of course, preparing to ride some rides, with your really annoying voiced host,  
Woody Woodpecker. 

Now, your in one of the greatest parks of all times and you know what Woody  
tells you to do? Go pick up some trash. You must gather points, and with points  
you can buy stuff. Now you can gather points multiple ways. You can get points  
by picking up trash and throwing it away(yes, trash off the ground) or you can  
get it by shaking a characters hand (mostly monsters) and you can get them by  
beating a mission. 

Now with points comes great resposibility. Well, not really. With your points  
you can head over to good ole' Woody Woodpecker and buy you a hat, yes a hat.  
Now there are lots of hats, and each one lets you in front of everyone on the  
ride (since you couldn't even get on the ride in the first place) and well, you  
kind of do some dirty work at each ride by actually living the movie.  

When you do good at a certain attraction, you get stamps. Stamps, well help you  
complete the game. There are red and blue stamps, with red being the best. Now,  
there are also the letters of the words: UNIVERSAL STUDIOS, spread around the  
whole park. Gather those and you get points also (sorry for forgetting to  
mention that one.) 

=============================================================================== 
                                 GAME INFO 
=============================================================================== 

----------
E.T 
----------
Based on the movie E.T The Extra Terristrial made in 1982. In this game you  
must leave your neighborhood on your bicycle and get E.T. to the spaceship just  
like in the movie. You even start flying in front of the moon, the most  
memorable movie scene ever. This game is pretty simple just make sure you do  
not hit a lot of stuff. 

--------------- 
Wild Wild West 
--------------- 



Wild Wild West is a show in Universal Studios that has people doing stunts with  
guns. Shooting stuff in air and stuff like that. It has nothing to do with the  
Movie Wild Wild West. On this game you just shoot different things. 

------- 
Jaws 
------- 
This is based on the movie Jaws 1 which was released on June 20, 1975. This is  
just like the scene at the end of the movie where he is on the boat. JAWS broke  
all box office records to become the highest grossing film of all time.  
However, it was soon surpassed by Star Wars in 1977.  

------------- 
Jurassic Park 
------------- 
Jurassic Park was one of the most never fogotten movies of all time. It  
currently has 2 sequels to it. The movie was created in 1993. In 1994 it won an  
oscar for Best Picture, Best Visual Effects, and best sound. 

------------------- 
Back To The Future 
------------------- 
Back To The Future was one of the greatest movies ever. With also 2 sequels the  
first movie was created on April 20th, 1985. In the first weekend it grossed  
$11,332,134. It also won an Oscar for Best Sound, People's choice Award and  
nominated for 25 different things. 

------------- 
Backdraft 
------------- 
Backdraft well as you can see in the game is a fire movie. Made in 1991. It is  
about Two Chicago firefighter brothers who don't get along have to work  
together while a dangerous arsonist is on the loose.  

=============================================================================== 
                           CONTROLS 
=============================================================================== 

The Control Stick- Moves your character around the park. 

A- Talk, Pickup stuff, throw away;action 

Z- Menu 

X- Map(You must recieve the map first) 

=============================================================================== 
                                    ITEMS 
=============================================================================== 
Talk to woody woodpecker and he will sell these items: 

Cowboy Hat-2,000 points 

Firemen's Helmet-3,500 points 

Back To The Future Cap-2,500 points 

E.T. Cap-1,500 points 



JAWS Cap-2,000 points 

Jurassic Park Cap-3,000 points 

T-REX Shoes-6,000 points 

Hover Board-40,000 points 

E-Pass-1,000 points. 

=============================================================================== 
                             WALKTHROUGH 
=============================================================================== 

Get points, to get the hats you need to get points. On your way 
if you see trash pick it up and throw it away. 

Go around picking up trash and letters and once you get 1500 points go 
to Woody Woodpecker and buy the ET cap. Ok now once you bought it push Z 
and put it on. Now head to ET the ride. Be sure to pick up the map from 
the guy on the way, 

------------- 
E.T. The Ride 
-------------- 
A button: pedal 
B button: break 
Up and Down controls: Move you up and down 
Left control stick: makes you do a wheelie 

Mission: Get E.T. back to the Spaceship in time to go home 

How to: Hold A as you start out on the road, as you start hit the first 
booster and jump over the police car by going over the ramp. Next dodge] 
the two police cars by pushing up and down. Next dodge these 2 cars 
and jump over the next 3 police cars with the ramp. Dodge the caution 
sign by staying high and hit the ramp and jump over the three cars. 
Stay high and hit the booster and jump the police car. Then go low 
and hit the booster and jump the police car, if you dont you will get 
stuck between a car and a police car.  

Keep going down the road. Now hit the ramp down low and jump the caution signs  
and the manhole. Stay low or you will hit a blue car. Now go to the middle and  
hit the booster and jump over the three police cars. Now your getting 
it dirt road. Stay in the middle to hit a booster to speed you up. Hit 
the boosters to jump the humps but be careful where you land!  

After the humps go up high to dodge the rock. Now your getting into a muddy  
type road. Go up high and dodge the rock then go down low but go fast or you 
will get hit by the boulder falling. Stay low on the curve to miss the 
the rock but then two rocks are up ahead with a boulder falling so stay  
in the middle. As your in the middle hit the booster. 3 rocks approach  
you now, go down low, up high, down low, but watch out the last rock a 
boulder falls down.  

Then go up high hit the booster and hit the log, it will make you jump, then  
hit the other log and then the other log. Then go up high and hit the booster.  
Now your on a ledge, you stay low if you can because the road breaks. So just  
follow the trail staying low. Now your in the forest. Stay low at first because  



there is a patch of water. Next stay high so you dont go in water and you hit  
the booster and then the logs to jump the huge rock. As fast as you can go low  
because there is more water and hit the logs to jump the rock.  

Now you fly across the moon like in the movie. IT IS NOT OVER!! Now its dark  
and all you have is a headlight, start out by stay high to dodge the rocks in  
the middle then go low to dodge more rocks, then go high to dodge more rocks.  
Now stay high to get on a log ride over the water. Stay high to dodge rocks 
then hit the logs to jump (for fun), then go high to ride another log 
across the water.  

After that there will be more humps, you know what to do. Then after that go  
low to dodge more rocks. Hit the rock and go low to dodge water and a rock.  
Keep going hit the log for fun then go over the bridge. Now hit the logs for  
even more fun then go to the middle because you have to cross another log to  
get over the water. Once off the log go straight and you have beaten the ET  
ride!!!! 

Prize: E.T. Stamp and 1000 points 

Ok now go out of ET and go right and you should see the girl woodpecker. 
Talk to her and do the quiz 

--------------------- 
WoodyWood Pecker Quiz 
--------------------- 
Check out the Woodywood pecker Quiz FAQ 

After you get 10 questions right, CONGRAGULATIONS! you beat the quiz. 
Prize: Quiz stamp and 1000 points 

Ok you should have around 1500 points, go pick up trash and letters untill 
you have 2000 and go talk to Woody Wood Pecker. Lets buy the cowboy hat from 
him! Ok, now head for Wild Wild West. Its in the Western Type town past Jaws. 

----------------------- 
Wild Wild West Gun Show 
----------------------- 
I thought this one was quite hard. It is a very hard if you dont move quickly. 
Aim for the cans and targets and make sure you hit all the bonus before the 
other guys do. You go against 3 guys and each guy has 3 rounds. 

Guy 1- Slow Shooter 
Targets: Cans, Wooden, BONUS! 

Guy 2- Medium Shooter 
Targets: Cans, Wooden, red men (dont move), BONUS! 

Guy 3- Fast Shooter 
Targets: Cans, Wooden, Green Men(they move), BONUS! 

Congragulations! 
Prize:950 points and Wild Wild West Stamp 



Now hopefully you have 2000 points if you dont, go pick up some trash. Go to 
Woody Woodpecker and buy the Jaws cap. 

---- 
Jaws 
---- 
A Button: Pick up and throw boxes 
B Button: Use item 

I thought this was easy but must people think its hard so here you go! 

Mission: To scare away Jaws. 

Ok pick up some wooden boxes break them and get the items out. Use them 
first, the bombs work the best. Look where Jaws is coming and when you hear 
a water noise throw whatever you have! Its very easy with only using boxes 
and barrels it takes 7 hits. Good Luck! 

Prize: Jaws Stamp and 1536 points!! 

-------------- 
Jurrassic Park 
-------------- 
A: Shoot 
L and R: Hold On 

Not much to do except shoot at every dinosaur you see. Be sure to use the 
charged shot. Shoot at the T-Rexes weak spot and when the T-Rex pulls 
back use the charged shot. When you jump be sure to hold L and R. 
It should get easier after you pass all the velociraptors. 

------------------ 
Back To The Future 
------------------ 
A: Gas 
B: Brake 

Just keep driving and try not to run into anything. Just focus and don't 
freak and it will be simple. Just keep it smooth. 

----------------- 
Universal Letters 
----------------- 
Letter: U 
Day Or Night: Day  
Near backdraft you will find in it near a yellow stop sign 

Letter: N 
Day Or Night: Night 
Go to Back To The Future and run around the line, you will get it. 

Letter: I 
Day Or Night: Day 
Just keep walking when you start the game. In the second section, it is  
impossible to miss. 

Letter: V 



Day Or Night: Night 
Go to backdraft and behind the people theres something gold 
but it looks more like trash... it is a V, get it. 

Letter: E 
Day Or Night: Day 
Head towards the chinese theater, it is right there in front of it. 

Letter: R 
Day Or Night: Day  
Next to the man asking if you need a map. 

Letter: S 
Day Or Night: Day 
Near the entrace theres a big black lady, it is right beside her. 

Letter: A 
Day Or Night: Day 
Go down from the big lady and you will find the A. 

Letter: L 
Day Or Night: Day 
Walk by the man with the maps and in the next section is a old timey eating  
place. Right there in front.. 

Letter: D 
Day Or Night: Day  
The Jurrassic Park entrance. 

Letter: T 
Day Or Night: Night 
At the end of the Jurassic Park line. 

Letter: U 
Day Or Night: Day 
At the Jaws hanging from a string, you should see a truck behind it. Run around  
and you will get it. 

Letter: D 
Day Or Night: Day 
In the westeren town there is a hotel, it is front of it. 

Letter: I 
Day Or Night:  
Night Right beside WATERWORLD 

Letter: O 
Day Or Night: Day 
There is a drive in called Mat's Drive in. Look around there. 

Letter: S 
Day Or Night: Day 
Right behind Winnie Woodpecker 

That Spells: 
UNIVERSAL STUDIOS 

=============================================================================== 



                            THANKS AND ENDING 
=============================================================================== 

Well there always comes a time for this part, the end of the FAQ. 
Well I really hope this helped you out with Universal Studios 
which is a alright game but you shall like it. Please check out 
my other FAQs if you would please. Thanks for reading this!  

I would like to think God because he is number one in my life and 
I could not do anything without him, then there comes the time to 
thank the second most important person about my faq, good ole ceej. 
Well I would like to thank you for hosting FAQs and making an 
extremely good website. You have been great over the years man! 
Then last but certaintly not least, is the FAQ contributor board. 
Wow you all have been a huge part in my life, and have helped me 
by critizing and giving me your comments on everything. Thanks guys 
for all the help you have been. Thanks a lot! 

=============================================================================== 
                                    COPYRIGHT 
=============================================================================== 
This FAQ is protected under the copyright code of law. It is illegal 
to take this FAQ and edit it or use it to your advantage. You do 
have permission to: print this FAQ out, use this FAQ, show your 
friends. You do not have permission to: Edit this FAQ, Host this 
FAQ without my permission or concern, sell this FAQ, or make any 
profit off of it whatsoever. If you really want to use my FAQ on 
your website or other purpose, please contact me, and I will 
most likely let you use it. You can make no money off of it 
(i.e. costing website, charge per FAQ view) 
Copyright 2005 (C) MATT LUDWIG 

=============================================================================== 
                                      CONTACT 
=============================================================================== 
If you have any questions,comments,or info you would like to add: 

Email: mslpanthers13@gmail.com 
AIM: mslpanthers12 
MSN: mslpanthers13@hotmail.com 
Website: www.dcsplash.com/gamefaqs 
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